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This document exists to capture the purpose, process and clarity of the
direction change of Coast Community Church that is being implemented in
2021. It is only one form of communication in a suite of many forms including
preaching, pa!nership evenings, and church updates, but our hope is that
this acts as a reference point going forward.

STARTING WITH IDENTITY AND FOUNDATIONS
Our heritage, identity and values are rock solid and grounded in Jesus. We believe that
Jesus bi!hed Coast Community Church and has led us on a journey of growth and
depth for many years. We discern that we are now positioned for greater impact for
God’s Kingdom a"er a significant time of discernment and reflection through the 2020
disruption of our gatherings.
From our fellowship of Jesus, we desire to be led by Him with conviction and vision.
Convictions that are based in the core beliefs and purpose of His church (these are
outlines in this document), and a vision for a frui#ul church.
The vision of Coast Community is based in Ephesians 4, and is stated as

“Healthy, Growing and Full of Love”.
We desire to see a church that brings glory to Jesus.

• A picture of unity together as we pa!ner with Jesus in His mission with one hea!, mind,
and purpose, with each one understanding their pa! and contribution.

• A picture of seeing our kids and youth grow in genuine faith and hold tightly to faith for
a lifetime, themselves being a significant pa! of the church.

• A picture of seeing more and more people step into the family of God, expressing this
faith through baptism, and joining the privilege and adventure of mission with Jesus.

• A picture of a sent church to the Central Coast and beyond. This is much larger than

Coast Community. It is belonging in the family of God and pa!icipating in the mission of
Jesus in His world.

UNSETTLED
2019 began an unse$ledness in paying a$ention to the purpose of the Church and the
frui#ulness of the church regarding the number of people coming to faith and expressing
their decision through baptism. Although we were seeing some baptisms happening,
(single figure numbers each year for the past few years), with each person being a
celebration of faith, there was something not ok with this picture for Coast Community.
With the amount of people that call Coast Community home, our 225 pa!ners, and the
investment of all kinds in what we were doing, we sta!ed questioning how we could be$er
align ourselves with what God is doing in his church throughout the world, and how could
this be a much more frui#ul picture.

THE PANDEMIC WAS A CATALYST TO STOP
Who would have thought that our Sunday gatherings would stop for 6 months! We would
have never actioned this strategy by choice. However, we saw this as a gi" which enabled
us to take stock of who we are, what we are doing and why we are doing it.
For our gatherings to come to a grinding halt was confronting and negatively impacting
for many. This situation uncovered the reliance on, and investment in Sundays.
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When people thought of church, they thought of Sunday. Most people would “go to
church” rather than thinking they were the church. Many thought of Sunday as a “Service
Provision” rather than an expression and celebration of faith.
Therefore, when this stopped, there was almost a faith crisis for some. How do I get fed?
What about something for my kids? How do we worship? Do I need to be in church?

ASKING BIG QUESTIONS
Many questions sta!ed to raise to the su%ace. For some, asking the right questions
resulted in revelations about self-leadership and personal engagement with Jesus.
For the Senior Leadership Team, this resulted in some big questions that we were asking
ourselves, with the responsibility of leading a community of people.

Questions like, how do we get to the core purpose of the church? What are the core
beliefs we have about Jesus and His church? How can we be more frui!ul for the
Kingdom of God? How do we see our kids and youth holding tight to their faith for a
lifetime? How do we see more people intentionally active and pa"nering with Jesus
in His mission in His world? So many questions that led us to dig deep in the truth and
words of Jesus.
We had already cra"ed a new mission statement 2 years prior which served us well in
this period. It was formed on the core belief that Jesus IS building His church, and this
season is no different. If the gates of hell will not come against Jesus building His church,
a pandemic wont either.

So, with this truth, how do we navigate forward
and lead people with deep convictions of truth?
DISCERNMENT PROCESS
A discernment process was established that involved the Senior Leadership Team,
Ministry Leadership Team and Eldership.
Andrew, Jeff and Kev took the lead on this. There was personal engagement with Jesus
through His Spirit and the word of God, especially writings about the early church
equipping and momentum. Weekly 4Hr meetings together from April that fed back
thoughts and convictions to the wider Ministry Leadership Team and Elders for fu!her
processing and discernment.
This resulted in conviction, repentance (changing the way we think), and clarity for a way
forward.
Over a period of 3 months, shared convictions were clarified with language and these
became the framework and lenses in which we viewed our future together.

SHARED CONVICTIONS
These shared convictions came to the su%ace one a"er the other as the process
continued:

1. We genuinely want to be a community that is “Others Focussed”.
The church exists for the sake of those who do not yet know Jesus. We have been given
the ministry of reconciliation (2 Cor 5:18-19, Acts 1:8), therefore, it is not about me.
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2. We want to see disciples, who make new disciples, who make new disciples.
This is the Great Commission (Ma$ 28:18-20). This is what it means to be a follower of
Jesus, to be a Christian.

3.

The Home is the primary place of discipleship.

Therefore, the main focus is not what happens on a Sunday. We desire to see parents really
intentional in the mission of parenting. People active in mission in families. For it to be
normative for every pa!ner of Coast Community to be in a home group or home church.
That mission can happen out of our homes in our neighbourhoods. There was much focus
on homes as the early church gained momentum.

4.

We are primarily a volunteer movement.

This is the truth that we are family, adopted into Gods family. We are all priests (1 Peter 2),
and we all have a pa! to contribute (Eph 4). It is not about professionalised ministry, it’s
about working together with one mind and purpose (Phil 2).

5.

Sunday’s are about the church gathering.

There is so much purpose in the church gathering. We gather together for community,
fellowship, encouragement for one another, to celebrate our faith and mission. We host
gatherings together as a family of all generations, with many people contributing in all
aspects of a vibrant Sunday gathering. We don’t come to church as a service provider, we
gather so that we can go and be the church every day of the week.

NEW MISSION MODEL
All these shared convictions led to a new mission model for Coast Community with clear
and simple language that provides direction and meaning to all that we do as we “Pa!ner
with Jesus to build up His Church”.

“Follow, Gather, Go”

A simple mission model of
A strategic way to be the church in our most authentic and frui#ul form.
A model that encourages and equips all generations to follow Jesus personally with
practices that ground us in Jesus. (See the new Discipleship Strategy a!ached)
From the self-leadership of following Jesus, we gather as the church, not to be filled up,
but to worship, serve one another, and encourage. To gather for the purpose of gathering
as the church, in a way that all generations belong and contribute to make church
family gatherings happen. A place where together we are empowered, equipped, and
encouraged to go and be the church on mission.

We gather so that we can go!
Then to a!iculate where our “Go places” are. This includes the primary “Go” place being
the mission we have in our homes and families, to all the places God has us engaged in
during the week. For the church to understand that we are already going, and to be
adventurously expectant (Rom 8:15-17 MSG) of oppo"unities to share the good news of
Jesus and be intentional in discipleship.
A model that inspires new creative strategies on how we help people who are lost, explore
faith, and find Jesus. New initiatives like Home Churches and Micro Churches.
Some of these initiatives are breaking new ground for Coast Community, and we believe
that this is where we will see greater frui#ulness for the Kingdom of God.
(See a!ached diagram of the New Mission Model.)
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TEAM STRUCTURE TO ALIGN WITH MISSION MODEL .
A new model requires a new team strategy. This has impact on all teams, from paid staff to
volunteer teams. (Remembering that we are primarily a volunteer movement.)
Previously our Ministry Team was largely focussed on Sunday services. The New Mission
Leadership Team structure now significantly invests in the Go spaces of mission.
This change has seen traditional church roles made redundant, and new roles developed
with greater intentionality and alignment with our new mission model and shared
convictions.
Roles like Children’s Pastor, Youth Pastor, Worship Pastor have all shi"ed to a model of
leadership equipping volunteers to lead and function in these roles at our gatherings.
Paid positions in the church have led to a consumer mindset, where a culture of disciples
who make disciples, where each one plays a pa!, will lead to a contributor mindset.
New roles and re-deployment oppo!unities will see leadership in our midweek missions
that empower, equip, and encourage people in our mission together.

PARTNERSHIP AND VOLUNTEER CONTRIBUTION
We are so blessed at Coast Community to have so many people contributing in our
ministry and mission. We have much gratitude for all our 225 (and growing) pa!ners of
Coast Community who have said yes to pa!nering together in our mission.

With this kind of volunteer base, our gatherings and go places
are set up for a win!
Our desire is to see our gatherings hosted and implemented by our pa!nership base. To
see areas of our gatherings broken down into smaller, well defined roles that can see our
pa!ners empowered according to gi"ing and embracing these roles. The more we all step
in and contribute and serve, the less we will end up doing because all of us will be serving
one another.
We will grow our leaders, coordinators and teams in specific roles that create great
environment for our kids and youth, while at the same time seeing kids and youth
gathering more with other generations for greater belonging and formation.
We will see leaders and coordinators empowered in all of our teams for Sunday gatherings
including worship, hospitality, technology, etc.
Many pa!ners are already active in these roles, so we have a great foundation to continue
to build this culture of contributing.
We will see our gatherings be a place where we are equipped and encouraged in our
mission as we go into every day of the week.
Together we can do this, and we look forward to seeing each pa! contribute so the whole
body is healthy, growing, and full of love.

VISION FOR THE PRESENT AND FUTURE
We have to keep our eyes on a healthy church that is frui!ul in God’s
Kingdom for His glory!
A picture of unity together as we pa!ner with Jesus in His mission with one hea!, mind,
and purpose, with each one understanding their pa! and contribution.
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A picture of seeing our kids and youth grow in genuine faith and hold tightly to faith for
a lifetime, themselves being a significant pa! of the church.
A picture of seeing more and more people step into the family of God, expressing this
faith through baptism, and joining the privilege and adventure of mission with Jesus.
A picture of a sent church to the Central Coast and beyond. This is much larger than Coast
Community. It’s a belonging in the family of God and pa!icipation in Jesus’s mission in His
world.
The picture of a church described in Ephesians 4 that is healthy, growing, and full of love.

COAST COMMUNITY
DISCIPLESHIP STRATEGY
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